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Background 
The CoLab at Carleton Washburne is starting it’s second year of experiential learning 
through student choice driven activities relating to STEAM through robotics, circuitry, 
simulations, game design, construction, and other areas of interest.  The CoLab houses 
Innovative Tech and Computer Engineering and Programming electives facilitated by 
Mr. Timothy Selgrat.   
 
For the 2016-2017 school year, the CoLab has been invited to partner  with Northwestern 
University by adding their FUSE program (fusestudio.net) to our existing STEAM 
offerings.  FUSE offers additional interest-driven learning experiences developed by 
researchers and educators in the School of Education and Social Policy at Northwestern 
University.  FUSE is based on extensive research on interest development and interest-
driven learning.  FUSE aligns with The Winnetka Public Schools vision for STEAM to 
engage students in science, technology, engineering, arts/design, and mathematics 
(STEAM) topics while fostering the development of important 21st century skills. 
 
Since 2012, FUSE has been implemented in more than 170 school and community sites 
in the US, Finland, and Israel.  Under the leadership of principal investigator Dr. Reed 
Stevens, researchers are exploring how students learn in an an environment designed 
around principles of choice, collaboration, and student interest. FUSE is underwritten by 
the National Science Foundation and has been supported by the MacArthur Foundation 
and the Nellie Mae Education Foundation.  
 
  

https://www.fusestudio.net/


 
 

By partnering with Northwestern University, students taking classes in the CoLab would 
be part of a research study to determine the program’s impact through studio 
observations, interviews, surveys, and student activity tracking via the FUSE dashboard.  
Research findings would help us develop a clearer picture of how these environments 
work and how we can refine and improve upon them. 
 
Northwestern has offered to develop the research design in collaboration with The 
Winnetka Public Schools.  Typical research with FUSE involves observation in one class 
and the selection of a few “focal” kids for particular attention through interviews and 
video recording.  The FUSE design challenges will begin in early November of 2016 for 
all students in Innovative Tech and research will begin with the second trimester, early-
December, 2016.   
 
Research Objectives 
Northwestern proposes to conceive this project as a “research-practice partnership” and 
to explore the two sets of research questions defined below.  They will interview District 
36 administrators and educators to identify additional research questions and goals, and 
to jointly develop a possible third line of inquiry to be pursued as part of the study. 
 
Northwestern is proposing to work with District 36 to explore two lines of inquiry: 
 

1  Learners  How does learning occur in a STEAM space?  What do students 
learn about programming, design, and the use of advanced creative tools?  How 
do young people organize their activity when they have freedom and choice?  
How do new interests form, and how do existing interests grow and develop?  
What kinds of learning arrangements develop in innovative physical spaces like 
the ones in District 36 schools?  How do kids want to learn, and do our STEAM 
spaces align with their interests and concerns? 
 
2  Teachers, parents & administrators  Initial discussions with administrators 
reveal a district working to implement a student-centered, experiential, 
progressive education model.  How does a school system itself “learn” to 
integrate STEAM into existing educational practices? How do different 
organizational stakeholders—educators, parents, and district leaders—interpret, 
respond to, and enact STEAM? 

 
Northwestern’s Institutional Review Board Supervision 
Strict federal and university standards govern research involving human subjects.  All 
research described here would be conducted under the supervision of Northwestern’s 
Institutional Review Board (STU #00057776). In accordance with IRB procedures, 
consent would be obtained from all participants.  Parents would provide formal written 



 
 

consent, while students would provide verbal assent.  Participation in the study would be 
strictly optional.  Neither District 36, Carleton Washburne, nor any individuals would be 
identified by name in any published work; the district and school would be given 
pseudonyms and described only as being located "in a suburb outside a major 
Midwestern city.” 
 
Research Team  
 
Principal investigator, Reed Stevens, is a Professor of Learning Sciences at Northwestern 
University. He holds a B.A. in Mathematics from Pomona College and PhD in Cognition 
and Development from the University of California, Berkeley. Dr. Stevens began his 
professional career as a mathematics teacher. For the past two decades, he has studied 
STEM learning both in and out of school, with a particular focus on learning outside of 
school.  Dr. Stevens co-led two large National Science Foundation (NSF) research 
centers—the Center for the Advancement of Engineering Education (CAEE) and the 
Learning in Informal and Formal Environments Center (LIFE)—and has received 
numerous research grants from NSF and various private foundations.  
 
Researcher, Peter Meyerhoff, is a doctoral candidate at Northwestern University.  He 
holds a B.A. in English literature from the University of Michigan and an M.A. in 
learning sciences from Northwestern.  Mr. Meyerhoff conducts design-based qualitative 
studies, with a focus on informal and nontraditional settings such as FUSE.  
 
Timeline   
Research would be conducted between November 2016 and December 2017.   
 

November 2016 o 1st round of interviews with teachers 
and district leaders  

o initial communication from school to 
parents about FUSE and the research 

December 2016 o Possible open meeting(s) with parents 
and/or teachers, including a 
presentation from Dr. Stevens and a 
question-and-answer session 

o observation of facilitator training  
o online surveys of parents and teachers 

January-May 2017 o 1st round of online student surveys 
o observation of FUSE studios 
o student and parent interviews 



 
 

June-July 2017 o 2nd round of student surveys 
o 2nd round of interviews with teachers 

and district leaders  

September-November 2017 o Observation of FUSE studios 

December 2017 o Concluding interviews with students, 
parents, teachers, and district leaders 

 
Next Steps 
 
Gain Board approval of the FUSE research partnership with Northwestern University. 


